God is at work in Nigeria—and publishers can partner with the
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churches to meet needs of this great country. by Isaac Phiri

I Need to
Make a Pilgrimage
to Nigeria

S

ince we began working on this issue
of InterLit, I have scanned the international news media for reports on
Nigeria. To be honest, most secular
news coverage of Nigeria is not positive. Take a story I saw on CNN.com. A coup
plot against the recently re-elected President
Olusegun Obasanjo was unveiled. Suspected
army officers were being investigated. Items
like this prompt one to ask: Can anything
good come out of Nigeria?
Yet, turn to Christian communications—books, magazine articles, mission
reports, briefs, bulletins—and the story
is totally different. In fact, uplifting.

Something good from Nigeria
Start with church growth. The numbers are astounding. Nigeria has some of
the biggest congregations in the world.
And, the world’s largest prayer meeting
is said to be in Nigeria.
In the introduction to Regal Books’
Out of Africa, a collection of essays by
some Nigerian church leaders, Peter
Wagner makes a resounding conclusion
about the state of the church in this
West African nation. “Nigeria,” he says,
“can be considered the center of gravity
as far as the dramatic, visible, outward
manifestation of the presence of the
Kingdom of God is concerned.” Coming
from Wagner, a church growth expert,
this assertion cannot be taken lightly.
In light of such reports, even us here
at InterLit decided to have a “pilgrimage”
to Nigeria. As always, our focus is on
publishing. What is the status of Christian publishing in Nigeria? Is the growth
of the industry proportionate to the
explosion of the Church?

And, what is the role of Christian
publishing ministries in such an environment? To get some responses to
these questions—thanks to e-mail—we
scouted for and found people in publishing and retailing in Nigeria. Enjoy their
thoughts in the following pages.

Partners with churches
I, for one, have not been to Nigeria. I
need the pilgrimage. Nonetheless, I have
gleaned some insights on publishing
from many Nigerian friends and from
experiences in other parts of the world.
To begin with, Nigerian publishers
need to increasingly see themselves as
partners with the churches. Get out of
your editorial chambers and interact
with church leaders. Find out what the
spiritual gaps and needs of the churches
are. What resources can you bring to the
rapidly expanding church community?
Every time the Church grows fast,
the needs are also vast. For this reason, a
publisher must find an editorial niche.
Children. Youth. Women. Leadership.
Academics. Denomination. Theological
emphasis. Religious movement. Find a
focus. Publishing anything and everything is not good business. Neither is
chasing international bestsellers if they
are not suitable for your market. The
best product development strategy is
one that is focused and blends international titles with indigenous voices.
By the way, “local” titles, for the
Nigerian market, could include authors
from other African countries. Great
preachers in both West and East Africa
can speak very effectively to the needs of
Nigerian churches.

Many have observed that one of the
challenges of ministry in Africa and elsewhere is that churches grow in numbers
but not in depth. In this case, it becomes
critical for publishing ministries to help
disciple the new Christians. For example, while Nigerian churches are blessed
with many great preachers and profound
praise and worship experiences, this in
and of itself is not enough. Published
resources bring theological balance,
commitment and maturity to converts.
The New Testament was written and
published to do just that; other good
books can do this as well.

Long-term survival
Finally, along with assessing church
needs, finding a niche and developing
products that help disciple Christians,
Nigerian publishers need to address the
question of long-term survival. Here at
Cook, in our publisher training program,
we encourage publishers to apply business principles to critical decisions. In
other words, Christian products must
generate enough revenue to sustain the
ministry. Some find this approach hard
to swallow, but our experience around
the world shows that this is the best way
to go. Viable and vibrant publishers
everywhere follow this model. So, we
would say, should Nigerian publishers.
I began by saying that media reports
about this great nation make me and
others ask: Can anything good come out
of Nigeria? But, when we look at God’s
work in the country, the answer is an
overwhelming yes. I need to make a pilgrimage to Nigeria.❖
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